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Airlines and
Airports

CeoTronics – more than just headsets
CeoTronics is a leading systems provider for mobile digital
radio networks and terminal equipment for local applications,
as well as high-quality professional communications headsets
and systems.
Performance leader in the premium segment
Ever since its formation in 1985, CeoTronics has been leading
the industry in quality and performance. First-class consultancy and customer services, superb product quality in terms of
features and workmanship, the use of cutting-edge technology
and a flexible approach to developing custom systems have all
played their part.
Pioneering technology and innovations
Our ability to handle the highly diverse technical requirements
specified by our customers stems from our continuous investment
in our in-house R & D work. CeoTronics has an acoustic lab with
an artificial head (Brüel & Kjær) for standard-compliant tests, a
Tetra cell, an ESD measuring station and a GTEM cell for EMC
measurements as defined by DIN, a climatic chamber for temperature and humidity simulation, as well as a testing facility for
measurement for IP classifications (splash water and jet water,
immersion, dust) of all kinds. Our customers also value the easy
access to our engineering know-how, especially where custom
orders are involved – know-how that is characterized by the technical expertise of our 17 in-house engineers.

Communications solutions for airlines and airports
Over 250 airports, airlines and ground handling service providers
worldwide now rely on communications solutions from CeoTronics.
As the innovation leader in the area of ground-to-cockpit communication, CeoTronics offers professional solutions for scenarios
where perfect voice transmission is essential. Our broad spectrum
of products covers communications systems for ramp handling,
push-back, de-icing, cockpit and maintenance. CeoTronics also
offers specialized communications solutions for airport fire and
security services.
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High-tech to match the demands of extreme airport conditions
Whether in freezing mid-winter, under a scorching desert sun, in
rain or in snow: aircraft have to be refueled, loaded, de-iced,
maintained or marshaled around the clock. CeoTronics communications systems have never heard of “unsuitable” weather: They
are developed and manufactured so as to be able to defy any
adverse weather conditions or extremes of climate with utmost
reliability. As the saying goes: there’s no such thing as bad
weather – just poor equipment.

Expert partnerships
The renowned manufacturers of aircraft, protective headgear
and suiting, radios, and specialized vehicles rely on the high-end
products from CeoTronics AG. All individual products and systems complement one another perfectly, thus fulfilling the most
stringent customer demands.
System compatibility
CeoTronics communications accessories are available for digital
terminals supporting the TETRA, TETRAPOL and DMR protocols,
and for all standard analog radios. Where required, even the
mobile CeoTronics digital radio networks and terminals for local

operations (CT-DECT) can be integrated into the already mentioned wide-area radio networks as extensions.
Superlative quality management
The economic viability of an investment is derived from its usage
and the costs associated with a product over its entire useful life.
Product costs stem not only from the purchase price itself, but
are crucially influenced by product quality. None of our users can
afford long-term or frequent product failures or costs for repeated
repairs, to say nothing of accidents caused by malfunctioning
communications systems. Accordingly, demanding customers
value the functional stability, durability and superior economic
viability of CeoTronics products: never cheap, but always representing excellent value.
Certified and guaranteed
Achievements in quality management meant that CeoTronics
was the first communications business of its sector to acquire
ISO 9001:2000 and ATEX Directive 94 / 9 certification. CeoTronics
AG is a registered NATO supplier and thus an official component
supplier to NATO.
Innovation and permanent improvements to quality lie at the
heart of our corporate philosophy. CeoTronics uses components
only of the highest quality and inspects each product individually
before dispatch, working to our own stringent manufacturing and
quality assurance standards. As all development work and production is carried out solely in Germany, we can guarantee both
excellent quality and value for money. Which is why we give up
to 3 years’ warranty* on all CeoTronics products.

* See back.
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CT-DECT systems
CT-DECT systems offer multiple local application options. Users
communicate wirelessly and in full-duplex. This means that simultaneous talking and listening is possible at all times without
disturbing other potential CT-DECT groups of users in the vicinity.
Depending on the configuration, up to 8 people can enjoy unres
tricted communication with one another.
The digital radio, integrated for example into the earmuff cup of
the CT-DECT headset, provides wireless transmission of voice
recorded by a specialized noise-compensating microphone. Optionally, the headsets can also be equipped with CT-ASR (Ambient
Sound Reception). This technical feature significantly boosts
work safety by enabling the wearer to hear warning signals or
environmental sounds despite noise reduction. To avoid damage
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to hearing, the loudspeakers in the headset are automatically
reduced to a level of 85 dB (A).
The CT-DECT GateCom Multi is deployed wherever other headset
models are desired. The portable version of the CT digital radio
is simply worn on a belt or attached to working clothes, and offers
the possibility to deploy other professional send / receive headsets
from CeoTronics in the CT-DECT network.
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CT-DECT GateCom
CT-DECT GateCom is the wireless, digital communications system
for deployment in the aviation industry. It builds up a digital network
within seconds, offering ground crews with up to 8 members unrestricted, full-duplex communication with one another. Just as
with a home phone setup, this means, for example, that in conjunction with CT-DECT GateCom headsets, the crew can listen
and talk simultaneously to each other - or even directly to the
flight deck, if necessary.

All of this adds up to reduced holding and ground handling times
when using the CT-DECT GateCom communications system.
This translates to lower costs and a safer working environment
for ground staff. Cables are not required within the local working
area, which not only reduces trip hazards but also minimizes the
danger to the push-back personnel if lightning should strike the
aircraft. Consumable costs are also reduced, since no more
damage occurs to cables!

One of the system’s technical highlights: the latest noise-canceling
technology. Software that ensures crystal-clear communication
even in extremely noisy environments.

A word to customers with existing digital or analog radio networks: Just talk to us – we can assure connectivity!
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CT-DECT GateCom Headset

CT-DECT GateCom Compact

This top-quality, high-noise headset offers component connectivity
and ear protection in one unit. Digital full-duplex communication
is assured for all ground crew staff members, thanks to the CTDECT radio module integrated directly into the earmuff cup.

As the name suggests, CT-DECT GateCom Compact is a miniaturized aircraft comms interface for wireless communication bet
ween pilots and ground crew. At the same time, the system can
also act as the base station for a communications network setup
between several members of the ground crew staff. Up to four
team members can talk to one another in full-duplex – also sufficient for the vast majority of typical scenarios at major airlines.

Voice is picked up by a high-quality noise-compensating microphone and transmitted wirelessly. The headset can also be optionally equipped with CT-ASR (Ambient Sound Reception), for
the adjustable, level-limited reception of environmental sound. In
all cases, headsets are supplied with the necessary operating
power by a rechargeable high-performance battery, also integrated
into the ear protection muffs.
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CT-DECT Headsets: for push-back, de-icing and maintenance
Whether for servicing, push-back or de-icing - when regular or
time-consuming work is scheduled for aircraft, smooth-running,
accurate operation is a decisive factor. CT-DECT systems are
correspondingly robust and therefore perfectly suitable for wireless
communication in all aircraft service fields.
The communication solutions open up entirely new possibilities
for working procedures - not only on the apron. With the CT-DECT
Headsets, up to 5 people can communicate for many hours in
full-duplex. If necessary, the communication network can even
be extended up to as many as 8 people deploying a CT-DECT
Case. Of course, simultaneous talking and listening is possible in
all cases. Special technical equipment, such as e.g. CT-ASR
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(Ambient Sound Reception) for the reception of environmental
sounds (warning signals etc.) is optionally available.
All systems use a high-quality noise-compensating microphone
for voice reception, transmitting it wirelessly. This means unrestricted communication and freedom of movement for all members of staff from the most various service areas.
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Soft ear adapters to personalize communications products
During the use of send / receive systems, protecting the wearer‘s
hearing is just as important as the quality of voice transmission.
And with in-ear communications systems, wearer comfort is a
critical factor. For decades, CeoTronics has enjoyed an enviable
reputation in the three key areas (transmission quality, hearing
protection and wearer comfort) and offers certified, soft ear adapters not just for its own send / receive systems, but also for those
from other suppliers.
Optimum wearer comfort: Shore hardness of 40
All individual ear adapters from CeoTronics are manufactured
from soft, medical-grade silicone with a Shore hardness of 40.
This degree of hardness - named after Albert Shore - has proven
its worth, since it offers superior durability, excellent wearer comfort
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and user-friendly cleaning options. As another advantage, it also
prevents uncomfortable hardening of auditory canal cartilage,
unlike ear adapters made from hard plastic materials.
Anti-bacterial nano silver coating
CeoTronics ear adapters are coated with an ultrafine, high-quality
surface sealant, offering users of the send / receive system protection against bacteria and mold in the auditory canal to a level
unmatched by other coatings.
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CT-ClipCom BoomMike and EarMike
Once mission noise exceeds acceptable threshold levels - which
is usual for airport situations - rendering communication almost
impossible, you need a communications system with ear protection functionality.
Certified as personal protective equipment (PPE)
Both the CT-ClipCom version with its perfectly positionable
swan-neck mike and the variant with an in-ear microphone enable faultless communication and comply with EU directives for
deployment as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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Depending on requirements, either a disc-shaped earplug can
be used or silicone adapters cast from a person’s own ear, which
offer high wearer comfort. The so-called otoplastics (earpieces)
can be easily clipped into the in-ear headset. A major advantage,
since this makes the communications systems personnel-independent. In case of a change of personnel or shift, and to keep
system use hygienic, only the ear adapters needs to be swapped
out. It is therefore unnecessary to purchase a complete personal
system for each team member.

Ideal also for the airport fire services
The CT-ClipCom System is equipment-independent and is not
permanently integrated into e. g. protective clothing. The CT-ClipCom EarMike is especially suited to deployment with respiratory
equipment, as it picks up voice in the auditory canal from structural / air-borne vibration, transmitting it without interference. CT-ClipCom is available for connection to all conventional radio models.
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CT-Service: Testing of individual earpieces
With CT-EarGuard, the mobile sound insulation measurement
system for QA testing of individual ear adapters, CeoTronics offers its customers a practical service.
CT-EarGuard can be used by the CT Technical Team or customers themselves to make rapid checks to verify that the level of
ambient noise protection for a send / receive system is met in
each case. The innovative measurement system is oriented on a
guideline published by the German employer’s liability insurance
associations, who recommend regular testing – not only on delivery,
but also at intervals of one to two years.
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Rapidly checking for a perfect fit
The CT-EarGuard system was designed for mobile use and enables the simple, rapid measurement of the sound insulation
provided by molded earpieces, earmuff-style hearing protectors
and noise protection headgear via a user-friendly software interface. Before measurement, which takes place in a diffuse noise
excitation field, each molded ear protector is calibrated before
undergoing a fit test. As a result, CT-EarGuard produces highly
accurate measurement results, especially for high frequencies.

This simultaneous differential sound level measurement of the
left and right molded earpiece enables a perfect fit. This means
the system is perfect for rapidly checking a large number of molded
earpieces.

New and certified
PPE certification becomes valid only once proof has been provided of the “fit test”, i.e. that the respective individual otoplastic
provides a level of sound insulation in accordance with EN 352-2.

Simple data management using barcodes
Data management for CT-EarGuard was developed with the aim
of achieving the rapid, simple and secure entry of data.
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NEW!

3W (3-way) communication via
CT-DECT GateCom

Digital voice signal processing for optimum voice transmission

• CT-ASR function
• CT-DECT
• Bluetooth® / tablet PC and
GSM telephones

The heart of the communications system is a digital signal processor that processes outgoing and incoming audio signals and
e.g. optimizes the voice recorded via the swan-neck microphone.
The danger noises, warning calls etc. intentionally transmitted
via the external microphones are also digitally processed and
can be set at one of the three sensitivity levels. If ambient noise
becomes too loud, CT-ASR (Ambient Sound Reception) automatically reduces it to 85 dB(A). In a similar way, pulsed noises
are also filtered by CT-ASE (Acoustic Shock Elimination), thus
actively protecting the wearer’s hearing.
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CT-DECT GateCom 3W: The future of ground handling.
The CeoTronics communications system CT-DECT GateCom
3W with Bluetooth® is the perfect support for modern aircraft
ground handling. The wireless full-duplex communications system
offers 3-way (3W) communication, while simultaneously providing
certified hearing protection.
Ground handling in future
As a general rule, rapid ground handling for aircraft is a decisive
factor for any airline. Complex logistics processes and qualified
technical personnel, supported by communications systems, ensure a high level of efficiency, reliability and precision during the
aircraft’s ground time.
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The topic of ground handling is a broad field, in which time plays
a role as a decisive factor. The ramp services part of handling
alone includes e.g. de-icing, towing / push-back, baggage handling, aircraft preparation and crew transport. For costs reasons,
everything must of course be coordinated ‘just in time’, which the
complex requirements would make unthinkable without the right
communications solutions.
The objective
Ground staff should be able to communicate with one another,
with the Control Center and the plane via a headset with integrated hearing protection.

The equipment
The communications system consists of the rugged yet smallformat CT-DECT GateCom Compact for connection to the aircraft
intercom. Ground staff wear a CT-ClipCom Digital plus CT-Multi
PTT / Bluetooth in combination with the CT-DECT Multi.
CT-DECT GateCom 3W in use
The loadmaster coordinates a number of different activities that
are involved in the loading and unloading of aircraft. The focus
here is on designing processes to be as efficient as possible, so
as to e.g. minimize aircraft stopover times and to optimize the
capacity utilization of loading areas. The loadmaster also stays in
contact with the pilot and the Control Center.

Three communications networks – one headset
Three communication channels are available to ensure all aspects of this job can be carried out.
1: The CT-DECT network. The loadmaster uses this network to
talk to the pilot. When doing so, the CT-DECT network is protected against unwanted interference and ambient noise via a
2-channel DNR software (Digital Noise Reduction), which not
only works in the microphone, but also in the listener’s branch in
all directions. Even extremely loud interfering signals such as
arise for example during the “Cockpit Oxygen Test”, are almost
entirely filtered out.
2: The tablet PC is integrated via the Bluetooth interface. The
GSM interface of the tablet PC can be used simultaneously to
make calls via the cell phone network or connect up to the airport’s
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WLAN. The clever part is that loadmasters no longer need to
take off their headsets – and lose hearing protection – to make a
cell phone call. All incoming and outgoing calls can be handled
easily with the CT communications equipment.
3. Thanks to the CT-ASR function (Ambient Sound Reception)
ambient noise and warning sounds can be heard despite sound
insulation. To avoid damage to hearing, their volume is automatically reduced to a level of 85 dB (A).
Safety first
For safety reasons, the loadmaster also hears traffic on the CTDECT communication channel during GSM telephony. A major
benefit, as the ground crew are always ‘up-to-date’ and know
what is happening in their immediate vicinity.

Another safety feature is the wireless design of the CT-DECT
GateCom system. This excludes any chance of stumbling over
cables left lying around and significantly reduces direct hazards,
such as e.g. from a lightning strike in the close vicinity.
Individual – and certified
Personal equipment consists of an ultra-lightweight in-ear headset
with swan-neck microphone, suitable for use in areas with high
levels of noise. Due to the individual ear adapters from super-soft
silicone, the communications system is comfortable to wear –
even under a helmet – and stays so even after long hours of duty.
The communications system is certified as personal protective
equipment and as active hearing protection to DIN EN 352.

Soft ear adapters for tough missions
All ear adapters are interchangeable, such that the communications set can be worn by multiple employees, e.g. as part of a
shift setup. Each person uses his or her own ear adapters, which
have been made according to the individual ear cast.

No access for third parties
To ensure that eavesdropping security is ensured during data
transmission, the pairing process between the Bluetooth module
and the tablet PC is protected by a security code with up to
16-digits*.

Hygienic and kind to the skin
All individual ear adapters are coated with an antibacterial surface sealant containing Nano silver. The high proportion of silver
ions in this ultrafine surface sealant offers users of the send / receive system long-term protection against bacterial and mold infection in the auditory canal.

Summary
The new CeoTronics CT-GateCom 3W communications system
is the perfect choice for any company, which – as e.g. a full-service
ground handling provider – needs an individual solution and expects high standards in terms of reliability and flexibility. In this
context, CeoTronics offers everything that a modern, effective
ground handling setup requires, while also taking into account
the relevant security aspects.
* depending on tablet PC and/or GSM telephone
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CT-DECT HeliCom
The technical requirements for communications systems deployed
in relation to helicopter aviation differ dramatically from those
concerning ground handling for passenger aircraft.
As a result, our engineers have developed the CT-DECT HeliCom: a communications system that connects directly to the helicopter intercom. The system offers full-duplex digital communication – simultaneously for up to 8 crew members where needed
via CT-DECT Case.
The system also allows the integration of existing communications systems, such as the heavy-duty headsets often used in
maintenance work, for example, as well as other helmet types.
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CT-GroundCom Classic
Optionally, an external radio or GSM module may also be connected. This provides all members of the CT-DECT network with
additional access to either a radio or a mobile phone – ideal
preparation for scenarios involving heli-logging (timber harvest
via helicopter), air rescue (via rope winch), maintenance and
ground handling.

CT-GroundCom Classic is the tried-and-tested headset for wired
ground-to-cockpit communication.

The headset can also be supplied with CT-ASR (Ambient Sound
Reception), ensuring that environmental or warning sounds can
be heard by the wearer at all times.

Scenarios for this long-standing CeoTronics favorite include
push-back operations, where dispatchers / tow vehicle drivers
must maintain uninterrupted contact with pilots. Connectivity to
the cockpit is assured by a high-quality coiled line, which adjusts
its length during use repeatedly and automatically, and which is
highly visible thanks to its orange coloration. In an emergency,
the patented safety plug connector lets the headset and cable
separate in a controlled manner.
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*If not otherwise stated in the offer, CeoTronics grants a 3-year warranty for material and
manufacturing defects for CeoTronics products. The precise scope of the warranty can be
found in the warranty terms and conditions (also available for download at
www.ceotronics.com).
All of the brands, trademarks and product names mentioned in this brochure remain the
property of their respective owners.
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